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Here are the minutes from Pat:

1) - Meeting Called to Order and 4 members of the public welcomed

- Directors in Attendance: Richard, Dalyce, Philip, Alex, Jerry, Claire, Tina, Terry, Pat

2) Secretary selected - Pat

-Dalyce reminded group that minutes need to be mailed to the 3 members of the group without e-mail:

- Dalyce Dogterum, Box 271, Heriot Bay

- Alex Hartfort, Box 25 Heriot Bay

- Pat Nowazek, Box 273, Heriot Bay

3) Bob Long, New RDCS Chief Administrator canceled for tonight but would like to attend next meeting

4) Richard suggested that responsibility for chairing the meetings be moved to the VP with support 
from Philip. Moved by Claire, 2nd by Terry, Passed

5) Richard proposed that we adopt a more formal meeting format (Raise hand to speak and vote on all 
major issues). Jerry amended the motion to include "no new business until after all current business 
is covered". Seconded by Philip. Passed.

6) Treasurer‚s report - Terry presented spreadsheet with balance of $96.14 - Accepted

7) APC report - None as meeting was canceled

8) Pinetree Garbage Problem

-Bruce was approached by Rob Visser to see if the QCA is willing to get involved in creating a local 
solution and avoiding the "severe" order in council solution.

- The next door neighbour to the garbage problem, Sue Hartle (with the support of Annette York and 
Robin Mawhiney) presented her case:

- After repeated appeals to Robert, she has pursued every government solution she could think of and 
received little help: RDCS says bylaw not enforceable, VIHA says it‚s not their jurisdiction, Land, 
Water and Air Protection says it‚s not illegal to store garbage, ministry responsible for ALR says 
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it‚s a violation but they don‚t have resources to enforce.

- Robert has been warned by Land, Water and Air (re: burning of garbage) and approached more than once 
by the RDCS which even arranged for waiving of tipping fees at the CR dump to help. Robert continues 
to collect and store garbage.

- Alex and Tina feel that the community could help clean up but would need assurances that he would 
halt his business

- Richard stated that the QCA should use this as a case to help with the by-law revision 
recommendations but that the QCA does not have a mandate, authority or resources to get involved in 
particular land use disputes. The best we can do is try to structure the new bylaw so that this type 
of problem won‚t happen in the future.

- Jerry asked if Robert had been contacted by neighbours or government recently and Sue answered no.

- Bruce expressed concerns over how careful we would need to be to come up with a bylaw recommendation 
that was enforceable in cases like Robert‚s but did not interfere with regular rural life.

- Alex felt that we should deal with this as a particular, severe case and not make wide-sweeping 
nuisance bylaws based on it.

- Richard stated that we should let the order in council process proceed as it includes a 30 day grace 
period and if members of the community wish to help Robert clean up they could do it then.

- Jerry made a motion that the QCA should write a letter to Robert to encourage him to work with the 
RDCS and the community to clean-up and cease business. 2nd Terry. Passed

- Sue then indicated that she does not want the letter sent or the QCA to interfere at all in the 
current process being led by Jim Abrams. She just wants the QCA to make a bylaw revision 
recommendation that prevent this kind of thing from happenning in the future.

9) Dalyce asked that the board confirm that we will be limiting our bylaw revision project to bringing 
the current bylaw into line with the OCP and Provincial Legislation with help from the RDCS "KISS" 
list. Motion - Philip. 2nd - Richard. Passed

- Dalyce then proposed that we take a vote on the QCA requesting to get on the RDCS buget list for an 
OCP review now so that we would have funding in a year or two. Claire objected saying that we have 
enough on the agenda now and should save the OCP review issue until later. Claire‚s objection was 
generally agreed with and Dalyce withdrew her proposal.

- Dalyce proposed that we do include an explanation of the OCP its relationship to zoning and it‚s 
separate revision process in the agenda. Accepted.

10) Homework status:

- Philip had OCP breakdown done and handed out copies

- Marine Questionnaire: Noted that the OCP contains no marine designations. 1 Question added regarding 
limiting marine reserve zones to existing provincial reserves. Accepted.

- Tourism Questionnaire: accepted as presented

- Com/Ind. Questionnaire: 1 question added regarding further definition of heavy industry. Accepted

- RDCS list status - no promises but Lisa Berg is trying for the end of April. Jim is checking for an 
update this week.

- General Questionnaire Responses - Richard has received 10.

- Pat suggested using an insert in the DI for our next questionnaire. Quashed - too expensive
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- Steering Committee to do list and schedule - put off to next meeting

11) General Public Meeting Agenda - put off to next meeting

12) Philip suggested we move public question period up to the midpoint of the meetings. Motion 
Richard. 2nd Claire. Passed.

13) Closed meeting at 10PM. Claire moved that we have an extra meeting dedicated exclusively to 
completing the items that did not get done tonight but need to be done before the general public 
meeting. 2nd Richard. Passed. The meeting will be Monday, April 19, 7:30PM at the Gateway Cafe.

Take Care,
R&B
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